Frontal Eye Field Activity Before Visual Search Errors Reveals the Integration of Bottom-Up and Top-Down Salience
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Thompson, Kirk G., Narcisse P. Bichot, and Takashi R. Sato. Frontal eye field activity before visual search errors reveals the integration of bottom-up and top-down salience. J Neurophysiol 93: 337–351, 2005. First published August 18, 2004; doi:10.1152/jn.00330.2004. We investigated the saccade decision process by examining activity recorded in the frontal eye field (FEF) of monkeys performing 2 separate visual search experiments in which there were errors in saccade target choice. In the first experiment, the difficulty of a singleton search task was manipulated by varying the similarity between the target and distractors; errors were made more often when the distractors were similar to the target. On catch trials in which the target was absent the monkeys occasionally made false alarm errors by shifting gaze to one of the distractors. The second experiment was a popout color visual search task in which the target and distractor colors switched unpredictably across trials. Errors occurred most frequently on the first trial after the switch and less often on subsequent trials. In both experiments, FEF neurons selected the saccade goal on error trials, not the singleton target of the search array. Although saccades were made to the same stimulus locations, presaccadic activation and the magnitude of selection differed across trial conditions. The variation in presaccadic selective activity was accounted for by the variation in saccade probability across the stimulus–response conditions, but not by variations in saccade metrics. These results suggest that FEF serves as a saccade probability map for guiding saccades (reviewed in Thompson et al. 2001). According to the salience map hypothesis, activity in FEF signal the location of the singleton target stimulus. Peaks on this map represent the behavioral relevance of each item in the visual field rather than just reflecting saccade preparation. This map in FEF may correspond to the theoretical salience map of many models of attention and saccade target selection.

INTRODUCTION

The frontal eye field (FEF) plays a central role in saccade target selection during visual search (Bichot and Schall 1999b, 2002; Bichot et al. 2001a,b; Murthy et al. 2001; Sato and Schall 2003; Sato et al. 2001, 2003; Schall and Hanes 1993; Schall et al. 1995, 2004; Thompson et al. 1996). The consistent finding across all of these studies is that after the presentation of a visual search array, but before gaze shifts, a selection process takes place by which most visually responsive neurons in FEF signal the location of the singleton target stimulus. Missing from these reports, however, is information about what happens on error trials, on those trials in which one of the distractors is chosen as the saccade goal.

Models of visual attention and saccade target selection posit that peaks of activity across a hypothetical visual salience map in the brain encode stimulus conspicuity with the highest peak winning out to guide attention and gaze shifts (e.g., Findlay and Walker 1999; Itti and Koch 2001). However, the term “visual salience map” is somewhat misleading because during active vision, the physical salience of objects is only partly responsible for attracting gaze. The viewer’s knowledge contributes greatly to what attracts attention. For example, knowing the color of the object one is looking for makes all objects of that color stand out and therefore more likely to attract gaze (e.g., Bichot and Schall 1999a; Motter and Belky 1998). Normally, visual attention and gaze are guided by the combination of bottom-up intrinsic visual salience and by the top-down knowledge and expectations of the viewer (Yarbus 1967). Therefore in this report, the term “salience” is used to describe visual conspicuousness derived from both bottom-up and top-down influences.

Evidence is growing that, at least on correctly performed visual search trials, activity across the FEF reflects the combination of bottom-up and top-down influences and functions as a salience map for guiding saccades (reviewed in Thompson et al. 2001). According to the salience map hypothesis, activity on error trials should specify the next saccade and the magnitude of activation representing the search stimuli should reflect the relative importance of each stimulus within the context of the task and predict the likelihood of making the saccade choice (Wolfe 1994). Alternatively, it is possible that FEF does not identify the goal of every saccade; instead FEF activity might identify the most physiologically salient object of the search array on both correct trials and error trials. Evidence for this possibility comes from previous work showing that FEF neurons select the singleton stimulus of a popout search array even when saccades are not made (Thompson et al. 1997). Further evidence comes from a study showing that FEF activity accurately tracks the jump of a singleton target in a double-step search task even when the saccade was not made to the singleton target but instead made to the distractor at the previous target location (Murthy et al. 2001). At the other extreme is the possibility that because the saccades are the same, the presaccadic activity will be the same on both correct and error trials and therefore not encode the salience of the stimulus. Evidence for this possibility comes from saccade countermanding studies that show that saccade-related activity in FEF rises to a specific and constant threshold on both correct and error trials before saccade initiation (Hanes and Schall 1996; Hanes et al. 1998).
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To distinguish between these possibilities, we analyzed neuronal data collected from monkeys performing 2 different visual search tasks in which there were enough saccade choice errors to reliably evaluate the activation on error trials. The first task was an easy–hard search task in which the stimulus features were varied randomly from trial to trial. Easy search trials in which the singleton target was easily distinguished from the distractors were interleaved with hard search trials in which the singleton target was similar to the distractors. On hard search trials the monkeys made a significant number of erroneous saccades to one of the distractors. No target trials, in which monkeys were rewarded for maintaining fixation, were included with some of the recordings that resulted in some false alarm errors. Also, during the recordings that included no target trials, the monkeys occasionally maintained fixation when a target was present. The second task condition was a popout color search task in which the target and distractor features switched over trials. Unlike the bottom-up derived errors in the easy–hard task, in this task condition the errors are attributed to a top-down influence. In the feature-switching task the subjects become primed to make saccades to the stimulus with a specific feature, which leads to a higher percentage of errors on the first few trials after the switch (Maljkovic and Nakayama 1994).

Results were similar for both tasks and support the hypothesis that activity across FEF forms a salience map, a topographic representation of saccade probability. The selective activation was highest for the location that encoded the saccade goal, but the magnitude of selection before the saccade reflected the probability of choosing that item as the saccade goal. Some of these data previously appeared in abstract form (Thompson et al. 2002).

METHODS

Subjects and surgery

Data were collected from 4 macaque monkeys (F, M, L, O), *Macaca mulatta* and *Macaca radiata*, weighing 4–10 kg. The animals were cared for in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and the guidelines of the Vanderbilt Animal Care Committee. The surgical procedures were described previously (Schall et al. 1995).

Behavioral procedure

Using operant conditioning with positive reinforcement, all of the monkeys were trained to perform a singleton visual search task in which reward was contingent on shifting gaze to an oddball target. After fixation of a central spot for about 600 ms, the target was presented at one of 4 or 8 iso-eccentric locations equally spaced around the fixation spot. The remaining locations were occupied by the distractors. During the physiological recordings the stimuli were placed so that at least one stimulus always fell within the response field of the neuron. The monkeys were rewarded for making a saccade to the target within 500 ms after the search array was presented and fixating the target for 400 or 500 ms. If the monkey broke fixation before stimulus presentation, made a saccade to a location other than the target, made a saccade to the target but failed to fixate it for the prescribed period, or did not initiate a saccade within the prescribed period, the trial was immediately aborted, and the monkeys failed to receive the juice reward. This undermined an analysis of subsequent saccades but encouraged monkeys to find the target on the first saccade. On average monkeys ran about 800 search trials while recordings were made from each neuron. Two different variations of this basic search task were used to manipulate the monkeys’ performance accuracy: easy–hard search and popout search with feature switching.

EASY–HARD SEARCH TASK. In the easy–hard visual search task the singleton target was presented with 7 distractors that were either different from or similar to the target. Target–distractor similarity was adjusted so that the mean reaction time was ≥30 ms longer in the hard search condition. The easy and hard search trials were randomly interleaved and on each trial the target appeared randomly at one of the 8 possible locations. The target and distractors were distinguished by either color or direction of motion (Fig. 1, A and B).

Data were collected from 2 monkeys (F and M) performing the color easy–hard search experiment. Stimuli were 1° squares (monkey F) or circles (monkey M) presented at 10° eccentricity; a few neurons had more eccentric response field and in those cases the stimuli were 1.5° squares at 15° eccentricity. The target was always green and the distractors were red on easy search trials and yellow-green on hard search trials (Fig. 1A) (e.g., D’Zmura 1991; Nagy and Sanchez 1990). For monkey F, the green was CIE (International Commission on Illumination) *x* = 283, *y* = 612, red was CIE *x* = 655, *y* = 327, and yellow-green was CIE *x* = 363, *y* = 552, all having luminance of 11.1 cd/m². For monkey M, the green was CIE *x* = 281, *y* = 609, red was CIE *x* = 632, *y* = 338, and yellow-green was CIE *x* = 375, *y* = 538 with a luminance of 13.4 cd/m².

Data were collected from 3 monkeys (L, M, and O) during the easy–hard motion search experiment. For motion search, each stimulus was a circular aperture of randomly positioned dots, a proportion of which translated coherently in a specified direction, whereas the remaining dots were replotted at random locations every 3 video frames (Fig. 1B). The apertures were 2.5° across and were presented at 10° eccentricity. This eccentricity allowed for at least one stimulus location to be inside the neuron’s response field. The stochastic motion stimulus corresponds to that used in earlier studies (e.g., Britten et al. 1992) and was described previously (Sato et al. 2001, 2003). The direction of motion was either left or right, and the direction of motion of the target and distractors remained the same during each recording session and varied pseudorandomly across sessions. On easy motion search trials all of the dots in a given aperture moved in the same direction. On hard motion search trials 40–50% of the dots in each aperture moved in random directions.

The easy–hard color and motion visual search experiments with monkeys L, M, and O included 30–45% randomly interleaved catch

FIG. 1. Visual search displays. Each trial began with the presentation of a fixation spot. After fixation for a variable interval a search array appeared. A: easy–hard color search. Stimuli were equiluminant, and the target–distractor similarity was manipulated by changing the color of the distractors. B: easy–hard motion search. Each stimulus was a circular aperture of randomly positioned dots. Direction of motion was either left or right. Motion of the target was opposite that of the distractors. Target–distractor similarity was manipulated by changing the proportion of dots moving coherently in all apertures. C: feature-switching task. Example sequence of 4 trials is shown. Monkeys’ task was to shift gaze to the popout oddball stimulus.
trials, in which only distractors were presented (Sato et al. 2003). On these catch trials, the monkeys had to maintain fixation on the central spot for 1,500 ms to obtain the reward. For both color and motion search, there were 2 different sets of distractors used for the catch trials; one set (red or high motion coherence) was associated with easy search and the other set (yellow-green or low motion coherence) was associated with hard search.

POPOUT SEARCH WITH FEATURE-SWITCHING TASK. Data were collected from 2 monkeys (C and F) performing the popout search task with feature switching. In this experiment, the monkeys were rewarded for making a single saccade to a target among 3 distractors that differed from it in color (i.e., red target among green distractors or green target among red distractors) (Fig. 1C). The color of the target and distractors switched across trials with a probability of 50 or 33%, or in blocks of 10 trials; the 3 different switch probabilities were pseudorandomly intermixed within each recording session. An example sequence of popout search trials is shown in Fig. 1C. The 2nd trial in this sequence represents the 1st trial after a feature switch, and the next trial represents the 2nd trial after the feature switch; the last trial of the sequence represents another 1st trial after a feature switch.

MEMORY-GUIDED SACCADIC TASK. Monkeys were also trained on the memory-guided saccade task (Bruce and Goldberg 1985; Hikosaka and Wurtz 1983). This task served 2 purposes: to distinguish visual from movement activity for cell classification, and to map the spatial extent of each neuron’s response field. In this task, the target was flashed alone for 80 ms, but the monkeys were required to maintain fixation on the central spot for another interval of random duration ranging from 400 to 1,000 ms. When the fixation spot disappeared, the monkeys were rewarded for making a saccade to the remembered location of the target. Once gaze shifted, the target reappeared to provide feedback and a fixation target for the monkeys. Neurons were classified as those exhibiting only visual responses (visual neurons), those exhibiting only movement related responses (movement neurons), and those exhibiting both visual and movement related responses (visuomovement neurons).

Data collection and analysis

Single units were recorded with insulated tungsten electrodes (FHC). The electrodes were introduced through guide tubes positioned in a 1-mm-spaced grid (Crist et al. 1988) and were positioned with a hydraulic drive (FHC). Action potentials were amplified, filtered, and discriminated using either an analog time–amplitude window discriminator (BAK) or computer-based window discriminator (Plexon). FEF recordings were done in the rostral bank of the arcuate sulcus, which was confirmed with magnetic resonance imaging or histology.

We used a method adapted from signal detection theory (Green and Swets 1966) to determine the time course of discrimination and to what degree the activity of each neuron discriminated the saccade goal on correct trials and on error trials. This method was previously described (Thompson et al. 1996).

First, we identified the stimulus locations that were clearly inside and outside of the neuron’s response field during the memory-guided saccade task. Often 2 or 3 of the stimulus locations were determined to be inside (or outside) the response field because the responses on correct trials were indistinguishable when the target was presented at those locations. Trials involving locations at the edge of a response field that produced weak responses to a target were excluded from all analyses. During the visual search task, the monkeys did not exhibit tendencies to preferentially make incorrect saccades to any of the stimulus locations so there was no evidence of saccade preference biases that could have potentially affected the results.

We generated a spike density function for each trial by convolving action potentials with a Gaussian filter ($\sigma = 10$ ms). For the analysis of neural activity on correct trials, we compared the distributions of discharge rates when the saccade was made to the target in the response field to the distributions of discharge rates during trials when only distractors were in the response field and the saccade was made to the target outside the response field. For the analysis of error trials we compared the distributions of discharge rates when the saccade was to a distractor in the response field and the singleton target was outside the response field to the distributions of discharge rates when the saccade was to a distractor outside the response field and the singleton target was inside the response field. The comparison was made at 1-ms intervals starting at the time of search array presentation for each neuron. The separation of the 2 distributions of activity at each time interval was quantified by calculating receiver operating characteristics (ROC) curves (Thompson et al. 1996). Points on the ROC curve were generated by plotting the fraction of trials of one distribution with discharge rates greater than a criterion as a function of the fraction of trials of the other distribution with discharge rates greater than the same criterion. The entire ROC curve was generated by incrementing the criterion from zero to the maximum discharge rate observed on a single trial in steps of 1 spike/s. The area under the ROC curve represents measures of the separation of the 2 distributions of activity. An area under the ROC curve value of 0.5 signifies that the 2 distributions being compared are completely indistinguishable, whereas a minimum value of 0.0 or a maximum value of 1.0 signifies that the 2 distributions do not overlap at all. As a convention, ROC area values $>0.5$ indicated that the activation on the trials when the saccade was into the response field was greater than the activation on the trials when the saccade was to a location outside the response field. For correct trials, the saccade goal was the same as target location; however, on error trials, the saccade goal was not the same as the target location. For clarity we use the term “target” when referring to the singleton target of the search array and “saccade goal” when referring to the stimulus to which the monkeys shifted gaze.

The time course of the discrimination process was quantified by plotting the area under the ROC curve as a function of time. The time course of the selection process after the presentation of the search array is most evident when the data are aligned on the time of search array presentation. The magnitude of selection reached before saccade initiation is best measured when the data are aligned on the time of saccade initiation. To determine how well neurons discriminated the saccade goal before saccade initiation, we averaged the ROC area over the last 30 ms before saccade initiation. The 30-ms time duration was arbitrary; however, when other durations were used, the results did not differ qualitatively. Potential changes in baseline neuronal discrimination were investigated by calculating the average ROC area for the first 30 ms after search array presentation. This duration probed neural activity biases that may have been present immediately before the initial visual responses to the search array. The nonparametric Kruskal–Wallis test was used to identify significant variation in the average ROC area across trial conditions.

Results

Easy–hard visual search

MISLOCALIZED TARGET ERRORS. Easy search trials were randomly interleaved with hard search trials (Fig. 1, A and B). Neural activity on correct trials recorded with this task was previously examined (Bichot et al. 2001; Sato et al. 2001). Data were collected with 3 variations of the easy–hard search task: color search without target absent trials, color search with target absent trials, and motion search with target absent trials (see METHODS). In this section we will compare the activity on target-present trials in which the monkey incorrectly shifted gaze to one of the distractors to the activity on correct trials.

The monkey’s behavioral performance during the easy–hard search task revealed the difference in task difficulty on easy
and hard trials. During easy search the target was very different from the distractors (e.g., a green target among red distractors) and the monkeys correctly performed the task on 95.4% of trials. During hard search the target was similar to the distractors (e.g., a green target among yellow-green distractors) and the monkeys correctly performed the task on only 76.1% of trials. The relative difficulty was also evident in the saccadic reaction times (Fig. 2). On correct trials, the average reaction time for easy search was 200.3 ms and for hard search was 264.0 ms. On error trials in which the monkey made a saccade to one of the distractor stimuli, the average reaction time was 215.2 ms for easy search and 251.8 ms for hard search.

A total of 245 FEF neurons were recorded from 4 monkeys while they performed the easy–hard visual search tasks. To be included in any of the analyses in this study a neuron had to exhibit significant selective activity on correct trials and have ≥5 trials for each of the 2 error conditions to be compared. For this analysis, the first error condition was when the target fell in the neuron’s response field and the saccade was made to a distractor outside the neuron’s response field, and the second error condition was when the target fell outside the neuron’s response field and the saccade was made to a distractor in the neuron’s response field. For hard search, enough data were collected from 102 neurons. There were too few errors on easy search trials to analyze for any of the neurons. The results obtained from the individual monkeys, from data collected with the color or motion search, and from data collected during recording sessions that included or did not include target absent trials were not different, and therefore the results are combined.

The activity of a visually responsive FEF neuron on easy correct trials, hard correct trials, and hard error trials is shown in Fig. 3 aligned on the time of search array presentation (Fig. 3A) and on the time of saccade initiation (Fig. 3B). This neuron exhibited the typical target-selection response on correct trials that was reported previously for FEF neurons (Bichot et al. 2001b; Sato et al. 2001; Schall et al. 1995; Thompson et al. 1996). The initial visual response did not discriminate the target from distractors, but over time the activity evolved to indicate whether the target was in its response field. The time course and magnitude of this discrimination process were determined using an ROC analysis (Thompson et al. 1996). The area under the ROC curve estimates the probability of an ideal observer to correctly choose to which of 2 distributions a sample belongs. It is also a convenient nonparametric method of obtaining a measure of the difference between 2 distributions normalized to values between 0 and 1, with 0.5 indicating completely overlapping distributions. Initially after the search array presentation but before the initial visual response of the neuron (0–50 ms), ROC areas were about 0.5, which indicates equivalent baseline activity. During the initial visual response beginning at about 50 ms the ROC areas remained at 0.5, which reflects the inability of the initial visual response to distinguish the target from distractors. At about 100 ms after search array presentation the ROC area begins to grow and it eventually reaches an asymptotic level before saccade initiation. This growth reflects the process by which the target of the search array is identified. The maximum level of the ROC area before saccade initiation is a measurement of how well the neuron was able to distinguish the target from the distractors. There are 2 main differences in the discrimination process between easy and hard correct trials. First, after search array presentation the discrimination process emerged earlier on easy trials than on hard trials. Second, the reliability of selection before saccade initiation, as indexed by the presaccadic ROC area, reached a higher level before saccade initiation during easy search than during hard search. Both of these findings were previously reported (Bichot et al. 2001b; Sato et al. 2001).

Figure 3 also shows the average activity of the same neuron on error trials during hard search. On error trials, saccades were made to one of the distractor stimuli. The error activity shown in the right column of Fig. 3 compares the activity on trials when a saccade was made to a distractor in the neuron’s response field to the activity on trials when the singleton target was in the response field and the saccade was made to a distractor outside the response field. The conventions of the ROC analysis were such that ROC areas >0.5 indicate selection of the saccade goal, not selection of the singleton target of the search array. Alternatively, ROC areas <0.5 indicate selection of the singleton target, not selection of the saccade goal. In this neuron, as in nearly all neurons in our sample, before saccade initiation the selective activity identified the location of the saccade goal, not the singleton target of the search array. The particular neuron shown in Fig. 3 also exhibited for a brief time, from 50 to 100 ms after stimulus presentation, greater activation for the singleton target, which suggests that there may have been an initial selection of the singleton stimulus before the selection of the saccade goal (see Sato and Schall 2003). However, this pattern was not observed in the other neurons in our sample (see pooled average in Fig. 5); thus overall there was not an initial selection for the singleton target of the search array on error trials.

Figure 4 shows the distributions of the baseline ROC areas (the average ROC area for the 30 ms after search array presentation), and the maximum ROC areas (the average ROC area for the 30 ms before saccade initiation) reached before saccade initiation by FEF neurons during hard search error.
trials. There was no evidence of a pretrial bias that could influence saccade choice. In the 30 ms immediately after the presentation of the search array, the neurons had not yet begun to respond to the search array stimuli. During this time the ROC areas on error trials did not differ from 0.5 [mean = 0.51; $t_{(101)} = 0.523$, $P = 0.6$]. In the 30 ms before saccade initiation, nearly all of the neurons had ROC areas $>$0.5 [mean = 0.73; $t_{(101)} = 16.3$, $P < 0.001$]. Therefore before saccade initiation, FEF neurons select the saccade goal, not the oddball of the search array. The same results were obtained when maximum ROC areas were measured from trials aligned on stimulus presentation and when postsaccadic spikes were excluded from the Gaussian smoothing of firing rate.

The population average activity and ROC areas are shown in Fig. 5. We combined the activity of all neurons regardless of whether they were classified having visual, visuomovement, or movement-related activity (Bruce and Goldberg 1985). This was done because the results were indistinguishable across the different neuron types (see following text, Fig. 10). Aligning on the time of target presentation or the time of saccade initiation did not alter the results. However, the time course of the selection process after the presentation of the search array

**Fig. 3.** Saccade target discrimination by a visually responsive frontal eye field (FEF) neuron recorded during the easy-hard color search task. Activity on easy correct, hard correct, and hard error trials is shown in separate columns. **A:** average neural activity and receiver operating characteristics (ROC) area aligned on the time of search array presentation. **Top panels:** plots of the average firing rate when the singleton target was presented in the response field (solid line) and when only distractors were presented in the response field (dotted line) for easy correct trials (left), hard correct trials (middle), and hard error trials (right). For hard error trials (right), the plot compares the activity on trials in which the monkey made a saccade to a distractor in the response field (dotted line) to trials in which the singleton target was presented in the response field and the monkey made saccade to a distractor outside the response field (solid line). **Bottom panels:** plots of ROC area as a function of time for each trial condition. Only presaccadic activity was used in the analysis and each plot ends at the mean reaction time. **B:** neural activity and ROC area from the same trials aligned on the time of saccade initiation.
is most evident when the trials are aligned on the time of search array presentation (Fig. 5, A and B), and the presaccadic selection activity is most easily observed when the trials are aligned on the time of saccade initiation (Fig. 5, C and D). At the population level, selective activity emerged earliest on easy trials. The selection process on hard correct trials and hard error trials had a similar time course. Also, on error trials, neurons selected the saccade goal, not the singleton stimulus of the search array. However, the magnitudes of selection before saccade initiation across the 3 trial conditions were not equal. A Kruskal–Wallis test revealed that there was significant variation in ROC areas in the 30 ms before saccade initiation ($P < 0.001$) across the 3 trial conditions. The magnitude of selection before saccade initiation was highest for easy correct trials, followed by hard correct trials, and lowest for hard error trials (Fig. 5, B and D). Lower ROC areas are a result of both lower activity representing the saccade goal and higher activity representing the nonsaccade stimulus (Fig. 5, A and C).

**FALSE ALARMS.** Some easy–hard visual search recording sessions included catch trials (30–45% of trials); trials when the target was absent and only distractors were presented. On catch trials, one set of distractors was presented without a target and the monkey was rewarded for maintaining fixation on the central fixation spot for 1,500 ms. On the target-present trials monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution. On target present trials, the monkeys were required to make a saccade within 500 ms after search array presentation. The stimuli presented on catch trials were either the distractors associated with easy trials, or the distractors associated with hard trials (hereafter referred to as easy catch and hard catch, respectively). On average the monkeys performed correctly on 82.1% of the easy catch trials and on 57.5% of the hard catch trials. The activity on correct catch trials was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). False alarm errors are defined as those catch trials on which the monkey made a saccade to one of the stimuli before the 1,500-ms time limit expired. Figure 6B shows the cumulative reaction time distributions for the data collected with catch trials. The reaction times of easy false alarms averaged 297.3 ms, and hard false alarms averaged 318.0 ms. Approximately 10% of the false alarm trials had reaction times >500 ms and were outliers from the main part of the distribution.
saccade within 500 ms. Therefore to make a fair comparison across all trial types, only those trials with reaction times <500 ms were included in the neural activity analysis.

When catch trials were included with target-present trials, there were 10 possible stimulus–response combinations (Fig. 6A). A target-present trial could result in a correct saccade to the target, a mislocalized saccade to a distractor, or no saccade (a miss, see following text). A catch trial could result in no saccade (the correct response), or a saccade to a distractor (a false alarm). Each of these 5 types of trials could be associated with either the easy or the hard distractor. Sixty-two neurons were recorded when catch trials were included in the task. Thirty-one of these neurons had enough mislocalized saccade target-present trials during hard search and were included in the analysis that was presented in the previous section. There were enough easy and hard false alarm trials for 28 neurons; 21 of these neurons had enough hard mislocalized saccade trials to compare the activity on mislocalized saccade trials with the activity on easy and hard false alarm trials. The results of the analysis during color and motion search were not different so they were combined.

Figure 7 shows the pooled average activity on false alarm trials for the 28 neurons that met the trial number criteria for easy and hard false alarms. Also shown in Fig. 7A is the activity on correct catch trials (thin lines). The activity on correct hard catch trials was greater than the activity on correct easy catch trials after about 150 ms after stimulus presentation; this difference between correct easy and hard catch trials is attributed to the similarity of the distractors to monkeys’ memory of the target feature and was the subject of a previous report (Sato et al. 2003). The presaccadic activity on false alarms identified which distractor stimulus was the saccade goal. The distractor that was the saccade goal on false alarm trials evoked greater responses than identical distractors on correct catch trials. In addition, distractors that were not the saccade goal on false alarm trials evoked weaker responses than identical distractors on correct catch trials. The time course of the selection of the saccade goal on false alarm trials most closely matched the time course of selection process on the target-present trials that shared the same distractor feature; the saccade goal was selected earlier on easy false alarms than on hard false alarms (Fig. 7B). Before the saccade (Fig. 7, C and D), the level of discrimination was slightly higher on hard false alarms than on easy false alarms. Although the difference in the magnitude of presaccadic selection between the 2 false alarm trial groups did not reach statistical significance (Kruskal–Wallis, $P = 0.18$), there was significant variation in the magnitude of presaccadic selection across the 5 trial conditions that ended with a saccade ($P = 0.002$). In the next section we will relate the variation in the magnitude of presaccadic selection to the probability of making each saccade choice.

RELATIONSHIP OF SELECTION MAGNITUDE TO PROBABILITY OF SACCADE CHOICE. In this study, the ROC area is a probabilistic measurement of the difference of activation at 2 separate retinotopic locations within the FEF, the location that represents the saccade goal and a location that represents a stimulus that was not the saccade goal. In reality, the monkeys had to discriminate which of 8 separate stimuli was the singleton target. As an analysis tool, we simplified the discrimination into a 2-alternative choice; the saccade goal was either inside
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**FIG. 6.** A: visual search displays showing the possible stimulus response combinations when catch trials were included. Arrows indicate saccades and dotted circles represent maintained fixation on the central fixation spot. B: cumulative distributions of saccadic reaction times during the easy–hard visual search task sessions that included catch trials in which false alarms were made. Conventions are the same as in Fig. 3 with the addition that false alarms are included. An easy false alarm (magenta) is a trial in which only distractors associated with easy search are presented and the monkey made a saccade to one of them. A hard false alarm (cyan) is a trial in which only distractors associated with hard search are presented and the monkey made a saccade to one of them.
the response field of the neuron or it was outside. A more detailed analysis that considers the actual number of possible choices was previously published (Bichot et al. 2001b). In the present analysis, the ROC area corresponds to the probability of an observer correctly assigning the activation on a single trial to the group of trials it belongs to when the decision rule is that higher values correspond to the location of the saccade goal and lower values correspond to one of the other stimulus locations. Our hypothesis is that the population activity across the retinotopic map within FEF represents the integration of bottom-up and top-down salience and the peak on this map guides the saccade in a probabilistic fashion. This hypothesis predicts that when 2 activity peaks are similar, there is a greater likelihood that because of variability, the usually lower activation will exceed the usually higher activation and will result in more errors. If this hypothesis is correct, then the ROC area reached before saccade initiation will be correlated with the probability of making a saccade to the location with the highest activation. As in previous studies using “antineuron” analysis techniques (e.g., Britten et al. 1992; Thompson et al. 1996), this analysis assumes that pooling multiple trials from single neurons estimates the population response on single trials. Our previous work has shown that this assumption is reasonable for these data (Bichot et al. 2001b).

The probability of the monkeys generating a saccade varied across the different stimulus–response conditions. There were enough trials to compare presaccadic activity for 21 neurons. All neurons were recorded in separate recording sessions. For these 21 recording sessions the monkeys, on average, made a correct saccade to the target on 94% of easy search trials and 75% of hard search trials. On 20% of hard search trials the monkeys made an incorrect saccade to one of the distractors. False alarm saccades were made on 19% of easy catch trials and on 43% of hard catch trials. These percentages varied somewhat across recording sessions and provided the behavioral measurement of saccade probability for each stimulus–response condition (see Fig. 8B).

The average activation and ROC areas aligned on saccade initiation for the 5 stimulus–response conditions are plotted in Fig. 8A. We performed a correlation analysis on ROC area averaged over the 30 ms before the saccade and the probability of making each type of saccade choice across the 5 stimulus–response conditions (Fig. 8B). Each neuron (n = 21) contributed 5 pairs of values to the analysis, saccade probability, and ROC area— one pair of values for each of the 5 stimulus–response conditions. There was a significant correlation (r = 0.44, P < 0.001).

However, it is possible that differences in saccade metrics between the different trial conditions contributed to the differences in neural activity and therefore to ROC area. To test for this possibility, we performed a multiple regression analysis, regressing ROC area against probability of saccade choice, average saccade peak velocity, average saccade amplitude, and average saccade latency. Because the eccentricity of the stimuli varied across sessions according to response field eccentricity, it was necessary to normalize the velocity, amplitude, and saccade latency measurements as a percentage of the mean values from each session. The result of the multiple regression analysis was that only saccade probability accounted significantly (P < 0.05) for the variation in ROC area [y-intercept = 0.76, slope = 0.15; F(1,103) = 24.9, P < 0.001].

The only behavioral measure that accounted for the variation in presaccadic ROC area was the monkeys’ probability of generating the behavior. We cannot know whether the relationship continues to be linear as the probability of saccade choice approaches zero. Nevertheless, the correlation does suggest that, when given the option of not making a saccade, the difference in activation between 2 similar activity peaks in FEF must reach some threshold before a saccade is made. An
analysis of activity on trials in which a singleton target was present but a saccade was not made tests this hypothesis.

MISSES. Previous work has shown that when activity in FEF movement neurons reaches a threshold, a saccade is generated. When the growth of movement activity is suppressed before the threshold is met, no saccade is made (Hanes and Schall 1996, Hanes et al. 1998). Our data now suggest this may also be true for FEF activity related to deciding which object to look at. The hypothesis that a threshold of selection must be reached before an object is chosen as the saccade goal was examined by looking at the activity on miss trials. A miss was defined as those target-present trials on which the monkey maintained fixation for the entire time allowed (500 ms), at which time the visual stimulus was turned off and the trial was aborted. For easy search, misses occurred on just 0.2% of trials; there were not enough data to analyze easy search misses for any of the neurons. For hard search, misses occurred a little more frequently, on 3.7% of trials. There were enough data to analyze the activity on misses on hard search trials for 10 neurons. For the data collected from these 10 neurons the miss rate was 6.7%.

Figure 9 compares the pooled average activation for the trials associated with the hard search condition for the 10 neurons with enough trials to analyze in all 4 possible stimulus–response conditions: correct trials, mislocalized saccade trials, false alarms, and misses. On miss trials, there was a selective response that identified the location of the singleton stimulus. Because no saccade was made on miss trials, it is not possible to compare the magnitude of selection on miss trials to the values plotted in Fig. 8B. However, it is evident in Fig. 9 that on miss trials the magnitude of selection never reached the level that was reached for the trials that resulted in a saccade. Although the data are limited, this result supports the hypothesis that when given a choice to make a saccade or not in the presence of multiple competing stimuli, there is a selection threshold that must be reached in FEF before a saccade goal is identified and a saccade is made.

MOVEMENT NEURONS. The previous analyses combined the activity from all FEF neurons regardless of whether they exhibited presaccadic movement activity in the memory-guided saccade task. This was done because there was no evidence that the results from movement neurons and visual neurons differed. The neural activity and ROC plots in Fig. 10 illustrate this point. The plots in Fig. 10 show the pooled average activation obtained during the easy–hard search task from those neurons that exhibited only movement-related activation in the memory-guided saccade task. Figure 10A plots the pooled activity from the 17 movement neurons that were included in the mislocalized saccade analysis shown in Fig. 5. These movement neurons did not have a visual response during the memory-guided saccade task. However, the pattern of activity for the movement neurons during visual search was not distinguishable from the overall averages shown in Fig. 5, C and D. The results from the 5 movement neurons collected with catch trials and included false alarm data (Fig. 10B) were
qualitatively the same as the overall population (Fig. 8).

A miss trial is defined as a trial in which a target was presented but the monkey behaved as if it was a catch trial by maintaining fixation on the central spot for the entire trial. Pooled responses of the 10 FEF neurons for which enough miss trials were recorded are shown. Top: activity on misses that occurred on hard search trials (orange) is compared with the activity on hard correct, hard error, and hard false alarm trials. Solid orange line plots the activity on trials in which the singleton target was presented in the response field and the dotted orange line plots the activity on trials in which distractors were presented in the response field. Color conventions of the other trial conditions are the same as in Fig. 8. Bottom: average ROC area as a function of time pooled across the same 10 neurons.

FIG. 9. FEF activity on hard search misses. A miss trial is defined as a trial in which a target was presented but the monkey behaved as if it was a catch trial by maintaining fixation on the central spot for the entire trial. Pooled responses of the 10 FEF neurons for which enough miss trials were recorded are shown. Top: activity on misses that occurred on hard search trials (orange) is compared with the activity on hard correct, hard error, and hard false alarm trials. Solid orange line plots the activity on trials in which the singleton target was presented in the response field and the dotted orange line plots the activity on trials in which distractors were presented in the response field. Color conventions of the other trial conditions are the same as in Fig. 8. Bottom: average ROC area as a function of time pooled across the same 10 neurons.

Popout visual search with feature switching

In the 2nd experiment, 2 monkeys performed a popout color search task in which the stimulus colors that defined the target and distractors switched unpredictably. The target and distractors colors were easily distinguishable, red and green. On each trial, the monkey was rewarded for making a saccade to the singleton target. However, the target and distractor colors switched unpredictably every few trials (Fig. 1C), and this manipulation resulted in a saccade to a distractor on many trials. The greatest effect on saccade choice was on the 1st trial after the target and distractors switched colors. The monkeys made an incorrect saccade to a distractor on 34% of the 1st trials after the feature switch. On the 2nd trial the error rate decreased to 20% and by the 5th trial after the switch the error rate stabilized at about 9%. A complete description of the behavior and neural activity on correct trials during this task was previously published (Bichot and Schall 2002). Because there were relatively few error trials after the 2nd trial after the switch, it was necessary to combine the results from the 2nd trial and all subsequent trials until the next feature switch into one group.

Reaction times reflected the differences in difficulty across trials. Figure 11 shows the cumulative reaction time distributions. The longest reaction times were on correct trials immediately after the feature switch (average = 292.1 ms). The shortest reaction times were on the easy correct trials, trials that occurred on the 2nd trial or later after the feature switch (243.3 ms). Reaction times on error trials were intermediate to the correct trials, and the reaction time distributions did not differ significantly for the errors that occurred on the first trial or on the later trials after the feature switch (1st trial errors = 254.7 ms; 2+ trial errors = 252.2 ms).

A total of 78 neurons were recorded from the FEF of 2 monkeys while they performed the feature switching task. Of these neurons, 30 exhibited task-related modulation and provided enough error trials for the analysis. Analysis of these data was identical to that performed on the easy−hard data. For this set of data, there were 4 groups of trials: 1) correct trials occurring on the 2nd or later trials after feature switches, 2) error trials occurring on the 2nd or later trials after feature switches, 3) correct trials occurring on the 1st trial after feature switches, and 4) error trials occurring on the 1st trial after the feature switches.

The distribution of baseline ROC areas and presaccadic ROC areas on error trials from individual neurons is shown in Fig. 12. The results were the same as in the easy−hard visual search task. There was no evidence of a pretrial bias that could influence saccade choice in the 30 ms immediately after the presentation of the search array. During this time the ROC areas averaged 0.51 on the first trial after the switch, and 0.50 on the later trials. Neither distribution was significantly different from 0.5 [1st trial: t-test, t(29) = 0.347, P = 0.7; 2+ trials: t(29) = 0.141, P = 0.9]. In the 30 ms before saccade initiation, nearly all of the neurons had ROC areas >0.5 [1st trials: t(29) = 8.25, P < 0.001; 2+ trials: t(29) = 6.47, P < 0.001]. Before errant saccades the ROC areas averaged 0.71 on the 1st trials after the switch and 0.75 on the later trials. As in the easy−hard visual search task, FEF neurons selected the saccade goal, not the oddball of the search array.

Figure 13 shows the combined average spike density functions and ROC areas, pooled across the sample of 30 neurons aligned on search array presentation (Fig. 13, A and B), and saccade initiation (Fig. 13, C and D). The population average ROC areas exhibit some of the same trends as during easy−hard search. On error trials, neurons selected the saccade goal, not the oddball stimulus of the search array, even though the oddball was very different from the distractors. Even at the beginning of the selective response that started around 100 ms...
after search array presentation (Fig. 13, A and B), we found no evidence of selection for the singleton target. The selection of the saccade goal emerges earliest on correct trials after the 1st trial after the feature switch, and latest on the 1st trial after the feature switch. Also, before the saccade, the magnitude of

**FIG. 10.** Activity of movement neurons. A: pooled activity of the 17 movement neurons included in B during the memory-guided saccade task aligned on stimulus presentation (left) and on saccade initiation (right). Thick line: the activity when the target and saccade was in the neurons’ movement field; thin line: the activity when the target and saccade was outside the neurons’ movement field. Movement neurons are defined as neurons that do not exhibit visual responses after stimulus presentation and exhibit an increase in activity before saccades into their movement field. B–C: pooled responses of FEF movement neurons during the easy–hard search task aligned on the time of saccade initiation and the corresponding ROC area plots. B: 17 movement neurons with enough hard error trials (a subset of the data shown in Fig. 5). C: 5 movement neurons with enough trials for all trial conditions that ended in a saccade (a subset of the data shown in Fig. 8A). Conventions are the same as in Figs. 5 and 8A.

**FIG. 11.** Cumulative distributions of saccadic reaction times during the popout search with feature switching task. Shown separately are the distributions of reaction times on the 1st trials after the feature switch (green: correct saccades to the singleton target; blue: error saccade to a distractor), and all the remaining trials (red: corrects; orange: errors).

**FIG. 12.** Distribution of ROC areas for the population of FEF neurons on error trials during the feature switching task. Conventions are the same as in Fig. 4. White bars: distribution of ROC areas obtained from the 1st trials after feature switches; dark bars: distribution of ROC areas obtained from all remaining trials.
selection reached is highest on correct trials. There was one notable difference. On errors occurring on the 1st trial after the feature switch (the most difficult trials), the time course of the growth of the ROC after the presentation of the search array coincided best with the correct later trials (the easiest trials), not with the correct 1st trials. This result is probably attributable to feature priming. On the 1st trial after the feature switch the monkey had been primed to look for a target stimulus with the same color as that of the previous trial, but the previous trial’s target color was now the distractor color. Thus when errors were made on the 1st trials after the feature switch it was because the monkey selected the expected target color at the same speed as that of the previous trial, but the previous trial’s target color was now the distractor color. The probability of saccade choice accounted significantly for the variation in ROC area \([y \text{-intercept} = 0.71, \text{slope} = 0.12; F_{(1,118)} = 7.63, P = 0.007]\). (As before, the saccade metric measurements were normalized to the mean values from each session because different eccentricities were used.) Although a completely different set of data was analyzed from 2 different experiments, the results from the easy–hard task (Fig. 8B) and the feature switching task (Fig. 14) are remarkably similar.

Figure 13. Pooled average of FEF activity and ROC areas from the feature switching task. Average responses pooled from 30 neurons are shown. Trial responses differentiated by color (green: 1st trial corrects; blue: 1st trial errors; red: 2+ trial corrects; orange: 2+ trial errors). Conventions are the same as in Fig. 5. A: time course of FEF activity aligned on the time of search array presentation and plotted up to the mean saccade latency for each condition. Solid lines plot the activity when the target was in the response field and dotted lines plot the activity when distractors were in the response field. B: average ROC areas plotted as a function of time aligned on the time of search array presentation (corresponds to the activity plotted in A). C: pooled FEF activity aligned on the time of saccade initiation. D: average ROC area aligned on the time of saccade initiation (corresponds to the activity plotted in C).

FIG. 14. Correlation of magnitude of presaccadic selection to probability of behavioral choice in the feature switching task. Conventions are the same as in Fig. 8B. ROC area averaged over the 30 ms before saccade initiation for each trial condition (see Fig. 13D) is plotted as a function of the monkey’s probability of making that choice. Data from each of the 30 recording session contributed 4 data points, one for each of the trial types (small circles, differentiated by color). Equation of the principal axis of the regression ellipse is shown. There is significant correlation \((r = 0.25, P = 0.007)\). Large colored circles plot ROC area as a function of saccade probability averaged across all recording sessions for the 4 trial types.
DISCUSSION

In 2 different visual search experiments, monkeys often made errors in choosing the correct target stimulus as the saccade goal. Instead of shifting gaze to the singleton target, they made a saccade to one of the distractor stimuli. In this study, we compared the target selection signals in the FEF on the error trials to that on correct trials. The errors in choosing the saccade goal in the 2 experiments were likely the result of different mechanisms. Errors while performing the easy–hard visual search task were attributed to a bottom-up perceptual ambiguity, an increase in the difficulty in discriminating the target from distractors. In contrast, errors while performing the feature switching task were likely attributable to the top-down influence of expecting a specific target feature; this is often referred to as perceptual priming (Bichot and Schall 2002; Malkovic and Nakayama 1994; McPeek et al. 1999). Nevertheless, the results from the 2 different tasks were remarkably similar. FEF neurons exhibited selection for the saccade goal, not the oddball stimulus in the search array, and the magnitude of the selection before saccades was proportional to the probability of making each choice. These results are consistent with the view that FEF activity forms a salience map: an integration of bottom-up and top-down influences in a topographic map with multiple peaks of activity with the highest activity peak specifying the goal of the next saccade (reviewed in Thompson et al. 2001).

Relationship to saccade production

The present results strengthen the argument that FEF is involved in perceptual decision processes leading to a saccade decision rather than only preparing a saccade to a goal chosen elsewhere in the brain, such as in LIP (e.g., Roitman and Shadlen 2002). The evidence for this is that the magnitude of activity depends on both the visual similarity of objects in the visual scene (easy–hard search task), and on top-down knowledge based on previous trials (feature-switching search task). Also, the magnitude of presaccadic selection was correlated with the probability of the monkeys’ decision and not with the metrics of the saccades. This is consistent with previous work that showed that visually responsive neurons in FEF are more related to visual processing than to saccade production (Hanes et al. 1998; Murthy et al. 2001; Sato and Schall 2003; Thompson et al. 1996, 1997).

The same pattern of activity in movement neurons as visual neurons corroborates theories of information processing that propose that information flows continuously from visual selection processes to movement preparation processes (Bichot et al. 2001a; Eriksen and Schultz 1979). This was surprising because, although the saccades made on error trials were to visual stimuli located at the same positions as on correct trials, the presaccadic activation of movement neurons reached different levels across the different stimulus–response conditions (Fig. 10). This result was not expected because previous work has shown that the activity of movement neurons rises to a constant threshold before saccade initiation (Hanes and Schall 1996). There are 2 possible explanations for the difference in results that are still consistent with the rise-to-threshold hypothesis. First, a threshold was reached earlier than in the time measured in this study. In the easy–hard task movement neurons exhibited a similar level of activity across the different trial conditions at about 60 ms before saccade initiation at which time the activity diverged. However, Hanes and Schall (1996) also measured movement activity within the 30 ms before saccade initiation. An alternative explanation is that the saccade initiation threshold was different across the different trial conditions. In the previous study (Hanes and Schall 1996), the visual target stimulus was always presented alone and was the only possible saccade target. In this study the visual target was presented within the context of a search array and a decision of which stimulus to look at was required. It is possible that a threshold was reached, but the threshold was different for the different target–distractor combinations or it is possible that lower thresholds favored error trials. Resolving this apparent inconsistency will require further investigation.

A visual salience map in FEF

When viewing a scene, our attention and gaze are directed to conspicuous objects that stand out from the background. Visual conspicuity occurs when an object has a unique feature (e.g., color, motion) that sets it apart from the rest of the image. When an object is visually conspicuous, it captures attention through a bottom-up process. Bottom-up refers to the automatic, preattentive processing that occurs in a massively parallel manner across the entire visual field and is based exclusively on the properties of the image. In addition, an object will stand out when it matches the viewer’s expectations, such as when searching for something familiar or for an object with a specific feature (e.g., Bichot and Schall 1999a; Motter and Belky 1998). In this case attention is guided through a bottom-up process. Bottom-down refers to selection based on cognitive factors such as the goals and knowledge. Usually, attention and gaze are guided by a combination of bottom-up and top-down influences (Yarbus 1967).

Models of attention and saccade target selection posit the existence of a 2-dimensional topographic “salience map” of the visual world in the brain that controls the deployment of covert attention and saccadic eye movements (Cave and Wolfe 1990; Findlay and Walker 1999; Itti and Koch 2001; Olshausen et al. 1993; Treisman 1988; Wolfe 1994). To effectively guide visual attention and eye movements in a complex world, it is essential that the activity on this map represent bottom-up physical salience regardless of what visual feature renders the salience, and top-down knowledge and expectations of the viewer. Therefore because of top-down influences, the most physically salient object may not necessarily be represented by the highest activity. A winner-take-all competition within this “salience map” gives rise to the most behaviorally relevant location, and specifies the goal for the next eye movement (reviewed in Itti and Koch 2001).

Behaviorally, an object’s “salience” is indexed by the probability that it becomes the goal of the next saccade. During each fixation, there are multiple peaks of activity across the theoretical salience map. The behavioral relevance of any one object in the world depends not only on the magnitude of its representation on the map, but also on the other activity peaks across the map that represent competing objects. An object is more behaviorally relevant when its peak on the map is much greater than the other peaks and is less behaviorally relevant when the peaks are similar in magnitude. Therefore in a saccade choice task, the relative differences between the ac-
activity peaks on the salience map would be indexed by saccade probability.

We previously proposed that FEF serves as a salience map (reviewed in Thompson and Bichot 2004; Thompson et al. 2001). This view was based on the results of several different experiments that probed the visual selection process in FEF during visual search. Unlike in other areas of the visual system (e.g., Ogawa and Komatsu 2004), FEF neurons do not exhibit feature selectivity (Mohler et al. 1973; Schall et al. 1995); instead they exhibit selective activation that represents the spatial location of behaviorally relevant stimuli, whether that relevance is derived from bottom-up or from top-down factors (Bichot and Schall 1999b, 2002; Bichot et al. 2001a; Sato et al. 2001, 2003). However, the conclusions from these studies were based solely on activity during correct trials.

The salience map hypothesis makes specific predictions about the activation patterns on error trials during visual search. The peak on the theoretical salience map specifies the goal for the saccade. When the distractor representation on the salience map approaches that of the singleton target, there is a greater probability that on any one trial the activation to a distractor will exceed that of the target and an incorrect saccade will be made to the distractor. Furthermore, the magnitude of selection on correct trials should be inversely related to the magnitude of selection on corresponding error trials.

Consistent with the predictions, our results show that the highest peak of activity in FEF corresponds to the goal of the forthcoming saccade, even when that saccade was not to the most physically salient stimulus. In the easy—hard task too few errors were made in the easy condition to analyze. The lack of errors in this case is likely a result of the large difference between the distractor and target representations and thus the low probability of the distractor-related activation exceeding that of the target. In the feature-switching task there were enough errors to analyze for both conditions, and the magnitude of selection on correct trials was inversely related to the magnitude of selection on error trials.

Previously, Bichot et al. (2001b) showed that the differences in the magnitude of selection on correct easy and hard search trials are correlated with the monkey’s probability of making a saccade to the oddball stimulus across different search conditions. We have now extend these findings by demonstrating that the magnitude of selection in FEF that is associated with choosing an item of a search array is correlated with the probability of making that choice. The magnitude of selection could be described as being related to the monkeys’ confidence that the chosen item is the correct target. On misses (Fig. 9), the monkeys did not reach a sufficient level of confidence to produce a saccade, and instead reported that no target was present. The pattern of activity observed across trial conditions is more consistent with the hypothesis that FEF-selective activity forms a saccade probability (or salience) map, than with the alternate hypothesis that the selective activity in FEF is directly related to saccade production.

Other work has shown that the representation of salience in FEF is dissociated from saccade production. Visual selection occurs in FEF visual neurons when the monkey passively views popup visual search arrays (Thompson et al. 1997), and in a visual search task that required manual responses without saccades (Biscoe and Thompson 2003). In an experiment in which the target of a search array changed locations before the monkey could make a saccade, the selective activation of FEF neurons tracked the location of the popup visual stimulus even on trials in which the saccade was made to the original target location (Murthy et al. 2001). Finally, in an antisaccade search task in which the monkeys were instructed by the shape of the singleton target to make a saccade to the distractor opposite the target, FEF neurons first exhibited selection for the singleton target before selecting the opposite distractor that was the saccade goal (Sato and Schall 2003). Altogether, the evidence suggests that the selection signal in FEF is independent of saccade production; it is an explicit representation of the visual world that could serve as a general map of salience for guiding covert attention and other types of orienting behavior.

Identifying a salience map in FEF is important because it means that the concept of a salience map that predicts saccade behavior is a physiologically sound theoretical construct that can be useful in guiding future theoretical and empirical investigations of attention and eye movements. Also, the relative roles of top-down and bottom-up influences to visual salience can be measured physiologically in FEF activity. It should be noted that, although we have focused on our data from FEF, the representation of visual salience is likely distributed in a network involving many visuomotor structures such as the superior colliculus (Findlay and Walker 1999; McPeek and Keller 2002) and posterior parietal cortex (Gottlieb et al. 1998; Kusunoki et al. 2000).
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